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Dell inspiron 17 5000 series screen replacement



Please start by selecting your laptop brand: Enter it here and search our database: Page 2 Great news! You're in the right place for a computer office. You already know that whatever you are looking for, you are sure to find it on AliExpress. We literally have thousands of great products in all product
categories. Whether you're looking for high-end labels or cheap, economy bulk purchases, we guarantee that it's here on AliExpress. You will find official trademark stores along with small independent discount sellers, all of whom offer fast delivery and reliable, as well as convenient and safe payment
methods, no matter how much you choose to spend. AliExpress will never be beaten on choice, quality and price. Every day you will find new, online-only offers, store discounts and the opportunity to save even more from collecting coupons. But you may need to act quickly, as this top computer office is
set to become one of the most sought-after best sellers in any time. Think about how jealous friends will be when you tell them that you have your PC office on AliExpress. With the lowest prices online, cheap delivery prices and local collection options, you can make even more savings. If you're still in two
thoughts about a computer office and thinking about choosing a similar product, AliExpress is a great place to compare prices and sellers. We'll help you find out if it's worth paying extra for a high-end version or if you're getting an equally good deal by getting the cheaper item. And if you just want to
pamper yourself and splash out on the most expensive version, AliExpress will always make sure you get the best price for your money, even let you know when it will be better to wait for a promotion to get started, and the savings you can expect to make. AliExpress prides itself on always having an
informed choice when buying from one of the hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. Each store and seller is rated for customer service, price and quality by real customers. Plus, you can find out the store or the seller's individual ratings, as well as compare prices, shipping and discounts for the
same product by reading comments and reviews left by consumers. Each purchase has a star rating and there are often comments left by previous customers describing their transaction experience, so you can buy with confidence each time. In short, you don't have to take advantage of our word for it –
just listen to our millions of happy customers. And if you are new to AliExpress, we will allow you to in a secret. Just before you click on buy now in the transaction process, take a moment to check for coupons – and you'll save even more. You can find coupons in the store, Coupons or you can collect
coupons every day by playing games on the AliExpress app. And since most of our sellers offer free shipping we think you will agree that you get this computer office at one of the best prices online. We always have the latest technologies, the latest trends and the most discussed labels. On AliExpress,
high quality, price and service is standard – every time. Start the best shopping you'll ever have right here!! © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its Dell Inspiron 17-5000 Series LED LCD Screen 17.3WXGA + eDP HD Laptop Display You should check the following information in a check note to enable
order processing. 1. We need your existing screen number to match the pin link.2.Off screen has a 30 pin connection will not fit 40 PIN screen. The order shall not be processed unless the requested information has been received. Warning: The product is a 30-pin LCD with an EDP connection, not a total
40-pin LCD. So it won't work for regular 17.3 inch screens, such as LP173WD1(TL), B173RW01 or N173FGE-Lxx.Provide laptop service label if you're inconsolable for the screen you need. Size: 17.3Size: 15.38 x 9.187Simposing: WXGA++pixels: 1600 x 900 Type: LED light: DIODESide: Lower left Left:
30 pinCommodity: NEWDead Pixel Policy: In accordance with ISO 13406-2 no. Source: Factory DirectPackaging: Fragile Custom Compatibility Pack: 101% OEM CompatibleCategory: Replacement Laptop LCD Screens Dell Inspiron Product 17-5000 Series LED LCD Screen 17.3 WXGA + eDP HD
Laptop Display is covered by a 30-day warranty warranty. For details, please see our warranty page. Operating SystemWindows 10 Pro - for a smooth and versatile PC experience. Power and modern design Multimedia machine: Multimedia machine: Replace your desktop with an elegant laptop
equipped with performance features that provide a cinematic media experience. The matte aluminum Inspiron 17,5000 series features powerful 5th generation Intel® Core processors, built-in optical drive, full-size HDMI port, USB 3.0 and SD card reader. Thinner and lighter than previous models, this
laptop is based on a legacy of great design. Spacious hard drive: Keep your files at your fingertips with up to 1 TB* of storage. Your home entertainment hubDynamic display: Enjoy a bright new view with inspiron 17's superb display— the vast 17.3screen creates an immersive experience you won't want
to leave behind. HD+ offers impressive clarity with 37% more pixels than regular HD screens. Or, choose Full HD and double the resolution of traditional HD – with over 2 million pixels you get a truly immersive multimedia experience. Studio quality sound: Whether mixing, streaming or chatting, Waves
MaxxAudio® delivers lower low levels, higher peaks and outstanding audio performance. At the forefront of the Technology choose the Full HD option for a truly interactive experience that supports amazing details and brilliant, shiny The extensive touchscreen gives your fingers plenty of room to explore
and complements this laptop's sleek modern look. Each touch, drag and scroll is responsive and accurate with a capacitive touchscreen with 10 fingers. Capacitive touch looks more natural and liquid than optical touch, because capacitive sensors are just below the screen compared to the optical touch
that uses cameras in the laptop panel. More fun with Windows 8.1, swipe through your photo album and unleash your creativity with a capacitive touch. More features, great impactEasy performanceThrough through spreadsheets with 10-key button and zoom, direct and scroll content quickly with the large
touchpad. Built-in DVD driveWatch movies, load software, or save your playlist with a built-in DVD drive. This is great for storing large amounts of data on DVDs, so you can back up files and applications. Created for the real world - because that's where life happens. We want you to love your new
computer for years to come. That's why we're testing Inspiron laptops for reliability not only in the places you expect it, but also for the open way forward. Turn on the heat: From locker rooms to locked cars, we test Inspiron laptops for survival under harsh heat conditions up to 65°C/149°F. Everything
revolves around it: We test inspiron's docks to make sure they still feel tight, even after opening and closing the lid 20,000 times. Keys to success: We test commonly used keys for 10 million keys and touchpad buttons 1 million times without failure. So go ahead, finish your novel. Buttoned up: No matter
what you set up on your power and multimedia buttons, we've tested them all to survive up to 40,000 pushing without problems. Twist and turn: Call us excessively, but after twisting the base and cover of the Inspiron laptop more than 25,000 times, we can assure you that the parts inside are well
protected. Over a long period of time: The system is undergoing at least 10,000 hours of highly accelerated life to ensure it's ready for the real world Choose your Essential accessories and services for your Inspiron 17 You can maximize the flexibility and performance of your Inspiron 17 with Dell-
recommended basic accessories that can entertain you and have fun. Look for these accessories when you configure your Inspiron 17. Stylish, portable speaker with long-lasting rechargeable battery includes Bluetooth 4.0 and NFC technologies. See details Release your laptop's hard drive while keeping
your files, photos, and movies secure with you wherever you are. See Details Flexible but professional backpack design with durable, lightweight materials in muted tones with lots of pockets for multi-device storage and See service detailsHere we are and ready to help you. Along with your limited
hardware warranty, you can customize your diagnostics and accidental failures). Find out more at our customer service store. Intel processor® Celeron® 2957U processor (2M cache, 1.4 GHzIntel® Pentium® 3558U processor (2M Cash, 1.7 GHz) 4th gen Intel® Core™ i3-4030U (3M Cash, 1.9 GHz)4th
gen Intel® Core™ processor i5-4210U (3M cache, up to 2.7 GHz) 4th gen Intel® Core™ i7-4510U processor (3M Cash, up to 3.1 GHz) operating system (Dell recommends Windows 10 Pro for business.) Windows® 8Windows® 8 ProWindows® 8 Single Language (EM)Windows® 8 Video Card for
Chinese Edition Intel® HD Video Card 4200 / 4400NVIDIA® GeFor® 820M or 840M 2 GB DDR3L Graphics Memory Display LED display with Truelife display and HD+ resolution (1600 x 900)LED Display with backlight Touch display with HD + resolution (1600 x 9 Led display with LED lighting with
Truelife and HD+ resolution (1920 x 1080)LED rear touch display with HD+ resolution (1920 x 1080) Memory* Up to 8GB single DDR3L 1600 M Hz memory* Hard drive 500 GB* (standard) with options up to 1 TB* HDMI ports™ 1.4aUSB 3.0 (1)USB 2.0 (2)Security slot SDXC) Dimensions &amp;x Weight
height: 1.1 (28.4 mm); 1.2 (29.6 mm) touch x width: 414.2 mm x Depth: 285.7 mm Weight: Starting at 6.6 kg (10.6 (285.7 mm)Weight: 3 .00 Kg)* Audio and speakers 2 speakers with MaxxAudio waves® processing of 1 combo headphones / microphone microphone jack Chassis TouchpadMulti-touch
gesture-enabled pad with integrated scrollingCameraHD (720p) capable webcam, dual digital microphone and preloaded Skype™* Wireless Dell Wireless-N 170x (1x1) + Bluetooth 4.0 Wi-Fi Display Alliance (Wi-Fi Alliance)
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